
Our World

Taeger was founded with a singular, steadfast goal in mind; to produce 
high quality footwear that was socially and environmentally sustainable. 
An unwavering belief that beautiful quality and form don’t have to have 
lasting consequences for our planet and its people.

Through innovation with technical, recycled and renewable materials, we 
are constantly seeking methods and approaches to reduce our impact on 
the planet. Our entire collection is designed with longevity and wearability 
in mind; timeless styles and high-level craftsmanship ensures Taeger 
shoes last.

Taeger represents a global collaboration; from our design team in the 
Netherlands, to our manufacturers in Portugal, to our base of operations 
in Australia, we are a worldwide movement towards footwear that is never 
just aesthetic.



Philosophy

Taeger knows that our business, as conscious as we are, 
is part of the problem. As such, we have outlined our 

tenets below and highlighted the various ways in which we 
will ensure all facets of our business are conducted in a 

manner that is considerate of the environment and people 
alike. Environmentalism is not elitist; we seek to generalise 

and normalise this ethical responsibility.



Locally Sourced

We source our footwear materials in Portugal to 
maintain our goal of sustainability. Locally sourced 
textiles not only help us support the regional garment 
industry, but also lowers our carbon footprint. 
This enables us to have the best possible sense of not 
only where our materials come from, but that they also 
meet our standards.



Locally Made

Taeger proudly manufactures our footwear in Portugal. 
Our passion for hand produced footwear and 
craftsmanship gives us total control over the 

quality of each silhouette.



Seasonless Collection

Our designs are free from the quali!cations of 
traditionally seasoned footwear - We ensure that each 
model can be worn all year around, and will always 
remain in style.



Gender Free Collection

The entirety of our collection is unisex. 
Producing a footwear collection free from the constraints 
of gendered silhouettes helps further a more sustainable 

collection. Our designs are inclusive to all.



Small Batch Production

Mass production is one of the most detrimental facets of 
the luxury fashion industry. At Taeger we can do better. 
We have a demand-driven approach and would rather sell 
out and then re-produce our hand-made footwear, than 
contribute to the issue of mass production.



Sustainable Materials

Simply put, Taeger will always select the most 
sustainable material option when designing and 

manufacturing our collections.



Cupsole Collection

The Taeger Cupsole uni!es luxury, sustainability 
and minimalism. This unisex daywear sneaker 
features a “wet white” nappa leather upper. 
Wet white refers to the colour of the hides after 
tanning; these hides have been tanned in an 
innovative and environmentally friendly chrome 
free process using a mix of vegetable and 
synthetic tanning components and minerals. 

The outsole is comprised of rubber, a material 
of natural and sustainable origin. It is made out 
of latex “milked” from the Para Rubber tree. This 
process protects the trees and flora, minimising 
the environmental impact manufacturing has. 
During the moulding process the rubber is mixed 
with recycled grains of waste rubber from the 
outsole factory, further reducing the waste of our 
production process.

Keywords: Minimal, classy, casual.



Blanc Cupsole

The Taeger Cupsole is made of chrome free leather, 
making this our most sustainable full leather sneaker. 
The Blanc colour way was chosen to allow versatility 
and ease when pairing back with anything in your 
wardrobe.



Noir Cupsole

The Noir Cupsole is made of chrome free, vegetable 
tanned leather, making this our most sustainable full 
leather sneaker. 
A style for any occasion, timelessly designed and made 
to last, it’s what we call a wardrobe essential.



Tech Runner 

The Tech Runner aligns high-end design, street 
credibility and athletic speci!cations in one silhouette. 
The upper features a chrome free, vegetable tanned 
leather paired with ripstop textile. The inner lining is a 
biodegradable UnifreshTM micro!bre with antibacterial 
and high absorption qualities to keep your feet dry and 
healthy. One of the most lightweight yet comfortable 
styles in our collection thanks to the EVA outsole.

Keywords: Adaptable, resilient, sporty, attitude, 
influence, hype.



Blanc Tech Runner 

Step into a dimension between 
past and future. The Blanc Tech 
Runner explores experimental 
concepts with a technical edge.

The upper of the Blanc Tech 
Runner features “wet white”, 
chrome free, sustainably tanned 
leather paired with white 
ripstop textile. The inner lining 
is a biodegradable Unifresh™ 
micro!bre with antibacterial and 
high absorption qualities to keep 
your feet dry and healthy



Noir Tech Runner 

The Noir Tech Runner aligns 
high-end design, street credibility 
and athletic speci!cations in one 
silhouette. The upper features a 
chrome free, vegetable tanned 
leather paired with ripstop textile. 
One of the most lightweight 
yet comfortable styles in our 
collection thanks to the EVA sole.





www.wearetaeger.com


